Congratulations on your new alternative flooring options.
Maintenance program for Alternative floors.
Preserving floors can be a simple task that requires little effort than before. Maintain alternative
floors require a simple step by step procedure that can extend your warranty for years. Please
follow our guides listed below.
Dusting:
Dusting
Removing dust in the most crucial part of maintaining alternative floors as dust particles become
abrasives and scour surfaces. Over the years dust scuffs can remove protection coating and
expose cement product.
Dust your floors as often as possible with a dust mop. This can be done daily or twice weekly. This
simple step takes 3 minutes of your time and can save thousands in the long run. Some
alternative flooring can last from 5-10 years without re-sealing if this step is carried out on a daily
basis.
Preferred
Product Dust Mop
Name: DUSTM61
Oates 61cm Dust Mop Complete SM-136.
Manufacturer Oates
Name: EDOATES
E.D.OATES PTY LTD
Mopping:
Mopping
Mop weekly is highly recommended to maintain an aesthetic floor. Avoid using local agent
supplies by Woolworth Coles or other amenities. Our recommendations are mopping to a
minimum of once weekly with a neutral cleaner.
Dilution 10% content and 90 water.
Recommended supplier
True blue chemicals Canberra
Unit 2, 107 Wollongong Street, FYSHWICK ACT 2609
Product; neutral cleaning agent
02-6241-5953
or
Canberra discount chemicals
5/61-71 Vicars St Mitchell ACT
Product; IF12 neutral cleaning agent
02 6241 7119
Important notice
Avoid house hold detergents, acidity or ammonia products. These products will only damage your
floor in the long term. Although your floor has the defence mechanism coating to resist these
substances, it is recommended they are not used.
Buffing
Buffing decorative concrete can be requested at any time. To have your floors buffed please email support@toppings.com.au to arrange a time.
For further information on preserving your floor, please contact Toppings Concrete Stone Care
Australia via e-mail. support@toppings.com.au
We will gladly answer all your questions.
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